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Abstract-A two-dimensional nonlinear numerical model is used to study the extension of the critical
dividing streamlinehypothesisto largerscaleterrain than consideredin mostprevious observationalstudies.
Upstream blocking in the absenceof thermal forcing is found to bereasonablywell describedfor air quality
assessment
purposes by the critical dividing streamlinehypothesis.The effect of rotation (i.e. the Coriolis
force)is to decreasethe extent of blocking in marginal cases.Influence of the Coriolis force is expectedto
increaseas the length scaleof the topography increases.
It is also found that thermally induced nocturnal slope winds may compromise the dividing streamline
hypothesisasa result of their entrainmentmassflux. We suggestthat slope flows havenot playeda substantial
role in previous tracer studiesover small-scaleterrain due to the dependenceof slope flows on length scale
and ambient thermal stratification. Tracer studies around mesoscaleterrain would help to clarify the
importance of rotational and diabatic effects.

..
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atmospheric tracer studies have mainly been conducted around small-scale terrain. An example is
The need for air quality models appropriate for use in Cinder Cone Butte, a site used in the CTMD program
complex terrain is increasingly recognized. The (Strimaitis et al., 1983,1985).This is a nearly conical
Complex Terrain Model Developmentprogram of the hill rising about 100 m above the surrounding terrain
U.S. Environmental Protection Agencyis pursuing the and having a radius of about 350 m.
development of these models as next-generation air
There is concernas to whetherthe dividing streamquality assessmenttools (Schiermeier, 1984; Egan, line hypothesiscan betransferred from the laboratory
1984).Suchmodels typically do not integratethe time- and small-scalefield studies to mesoscaleterrain (e.g.
dependentequations of motion, but instead rely on Hovind et al., 1979).In this paper,we usea mesoscale
analytic parameterizationsof topographic effects.The numerical model to examine the application of the
critical dividing streamlinehypothesisis an exampleof critical dividing streamline hypothesis to twoone such representation for the effectsof topography dimensional terrain which is an order of magnitude
which is being considered for use in statutory air larger than that consideredin mostprevious dispersion
quality models.This formulation (describedin section studies. A numerical model provides a suitable ap2) proposes a simple guide for determining whether paratus for such an investigation, as it permits the
upwind stagnation occurs for stably stratified flow selectiveactivation of physical processes.
over terrain, and allows the depth of the stagnantlayer
We begin by altering the numerical model so that it
to be estimated.
reflects the simplifications of the critical dividing
The critical dividing streamlinehypothesishas been streamline hypothesis, and compare the numerical
validated in laboratory experiments (e.g. Hunt and modelresultsto the predictions of the dividing streamSnyder,1980;Lee et al., 1984)and atmospheric tracer line hypothesis. Next, we add turbulence and the
studies (e.g. Rowe, 1980; Strimaitis et al., 1983).The Coriolis force to the numericalmodel formulation, and
I. INTRODUCTION

Fr=~
3.
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compare the results with these processesto the previous model results in which they were omitted.
Finally, we also activate the numerical model's radiation parameterizationand surfaceenergybalance,so
that the effects of nocturnal drainage winds may be

first-order closure. Surface fluxes are diagnosed according to the relationshipsformulated by Busingeret
al. (1971). Above the surface layer, exchangecoefficients are determined by a profile approach in the
unstable regime (Pielke and Mahrer, 1975)and elseexamined.
where by a local Richardson number dependentformulation (McNider and Pielke,1981).Diabatic forcing
is represented using a surface energy balance and
2. THE CRITICAL DIVIDING STREAMLINE HYPOTHESIS parameterizations of short- and long-wave radiative
heating in the atmosphere (Mahrer and Pielke, 1977).
The fundamental assumption of the dividing
Numerical solution of the equations is by forward
streamlinehypothesisis that whenthe potential energy
time differencing on all prognostic terms except for
gained by lifting a parcel from its original elevationhc
vertical diffusion, which usesa future-weighted version
to a higher elevation hz exactly balancesthe kinetic
of the Crank-Nicholson scheme as described by
energy originally possessedby the parcel at hc. no
Paegleet al. (1976).Spatialdifferencing is centeredfor
further ascentcan occur. This assumptionleadsto the
all terms exceptadvection,which usesupstreaminterpdetermination of a critical dividing streamline height
olation on cubic splines (Mahrer and Pielke, 1978).
hc.expressedas
Other details of the numerical proceduresused in the
model
are discussedby Mahrer and Pielke (1978).
hc=H(1-Fr).
(1)
[See Sheppard (1956)and Ryan and Lamb (1984)for
derivations.] In (1),H is the obstacleheight,and Fr is a
Froude number defined as

u

3.2. Model validation

The ability of the numerical model to predict
diabatic flows and flow over complex terrain has been
established in previous studies. Mahrer and Pielke
whereU is the ambient flow velocity and N is ambient
(1978)showed that the numericalsolutions for weakly
Brunt-Vaisala frequency. A finite depth of upwind
nonlinear flow over complex terrain compare favorstagnation(0 < hc < H) is predicted by (1)for Fr < 1. ably to linear theory. Recentcomparisons to observThis simpleenergeticargumentneglectsa numberof
ational data include Segalet al. (1982a,b),Abbs (1986)
physicalprocesses,suchasthe Corio lis force,thermally and Abbs and Pielke (1986).In the presentstudy, the
induced accelerations,wave and buoyancy pheno- interaction of ambient winds with thermally forced
mena,and turbulent fluxes. Severalof these processes, drainageflows is of particular importance.The model's
most notably the Corio lis force and thermally induced ability to account for these interactions will thus be
circulations, are known to be dependent on the examined before proceeding with sensitivity studies.
horizontal length scale.This implies that the successof
We have evaluated model predictions relative to
the critical dividing streamline hypothesis in describ- observationstakenas part of the U.S. Dept. of Energy
ing flow around small-scaleterrain (e.g. Rowe, 1980; Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT)
Strimaitis et al., 1983; Ryan et al., 1984) may not program. The observational site was Rattlesnake
necessarilyextend to larger scaleterrain.
Mountain, a nearly two-dimensional ridge located in
central Washington State, U.S.A. Detailed observations at this site have beencompiled by Horst and
THE NUMERICAL MODEL
Doran (1982).The ridge risesto a crestheightof about
600 m MSL from the surrounding elevation of about
3.1. Model formulation
300m MSL. For a more complete description of the
The numerical model used in theseexperimentshas site, seeHorst and Doran (1982)or Doran and Horst
beendescribed in detail by Mahrer and Pielke (1977, (1983).
1978)and McNider and Pielke (1981).It is a nonlinear,
The two-dimensional model was initialized at 1900
time-dependent atmospheric model based on the local time, 1 July 1980. Initial wind and thermodyprimitive equationsassimplified by the incompressible namic profiles, surface temperature and roughness,
and hydrostatic approximations. Airflow over non- and other input data were obtained from Horst and
uniform terrain is consideredusing a terrain-following
Doran (1982).Integration continued until midnight.
vertical coordinate (Pielke and Martin, 1981).
The predictions at midnight are compared to the
A viscouslayerof the form describedby Durran and observations taken at Tower B in Fig. 1. CorreKlemp (1983)is used in the upper portions of the spondence between the two is generally good, with
model to inhibit the downward reflection of wave minor tendenciestoward overprediction of the slope
energyinto the interior of the domain. (SeeKlemp and wind velocity (by about 0.8 m s-1) and underpredicLilly, 1978 for discussionof the properties of absorb- tion of the potential temperature (by about 1 K). The
ing layers.) Lateral boundary conditions are zero- overall shape of the wind profile agrees with the
gradient. Turbulent transfer is parameterized using observations,and in particular the height of the slope
NH

(2)

4.
4.1.
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value of r;., the ratio of the vertical to horizontal
wavelengths:
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Fig. 1. Profiles of (a) downslope wind component and
(b) potential temperature at Rattlesnake Mountain
Tower B, 0000 local time, 2 July 1980.Solid curvesare
model predictions; darkened circles are observations.

N

a

wherea is the half-width of the topography. Holding r).
constantalso permits a more focusedevaluationof the
effectsof varying Fr.
The ambient Brunt- Vaisala frequencywas specified
as constant in spacewith a value N = 0.01 S-1, which
correspondsto the ICAO standard atmospherelapse
rate. The ambient wind (i.e. the approach flow) was
also spatially constant, with a value U = 3 m s-1

reflecting the low wind speed regimes typically of
concern for poor air quality. We defined the Froude
number using the ambient flow velocity and ambient
Brunt-Vaisala frequency.This representsan external
flow velocity maximum (4 m) is accuratelypredicted. Froude number, as opposed to an internal Froude
The model potential temperature profile differs from number which is basedon the local stability and flow
the observedprofile mainly in that the predicted near- velocity. The topography height could then be solved
surface inversion is less sharp than observed.
by Equation (2) for eachvalue of Fr, and ranged from
We conclude that the model is able to replicate the 1200m for Fr = 0.25 to 300 m for Fr = 1.
observed features of nocturnal slope flows with
We specified the topography shape as a tworeasonableaccuracy.This will allow us to examinethe dimensional triangular ridge with a base width of
effectof nocturnal thermally forced slope flows on the 16 km. This width representsapproximately an order
predictions of the critical dividing streamline of magnitude increase compared to the small-scale
hypothesis.
topography used in most field investigationsof dividing streamlines.The triangular cross-sectionproduces
well-defined topography with homogeneoussurrounSIMULATIONS WITH NO DIABATIC FORCING
dings,so that the approach flow is unperturbed until it
reachesthe ridge. Other shapessuchasa Gaussianand
Experimental design
the bell-shaped Witch of Agnesi have been used by
A usefulfeature of numericalmodelsis that they can
other investigators; however, both the Gaussianand
allow selectiveactivation of physical processes.This
Witch of Agnesi extend infinitely far from the ridge
permits the effectof different processesto be examined
crest, and thus do not allow unperturbed approach
in a systematicmanner. In this section,we describetwo
flows.
setsof numericalexperiments.The first set(termedthe
The ridge was contained in a 70-km wide compu'free slip' experiments)usesa simplified version of the
tational domain (Table 1).The grid spacingwas 1 km
model which reflects most of the assumptionsof the
in the main portion of the domain so that the ridge
dividing streamlinehypothesis.The secondset(the 'no
would be well resolved.Total depth of the domain was
slip' experiments)introduces surface friction and the
6500m encompassing3.45 vertical wavelengths (A.
Coriolis force. Effects of diabatic forcing are deferred = 1885m), with the upper 2000m making up the
to section 5.
The model was executed with values of Fr = 0.25, absorbing layer (section3.1).
0.5,0.75 and 1 in each set of experiments.There are
severalwaysto produce sucha range of Fr, sincethere 4.2. Free-slip experiments
are three parameters (U, N and H) which may be
As discussedin section 2, the dividing streamline
varied to yield a given Froude number. We chose to hypothesis neglects a number of physical processes
hold U and N constantand to vary H for two reasons. such as the Corio lis force, diabatic heating, surface
First, this approachhasthe advantageof maintaining a frictional stressand turbulent transfer. Therefore we
constant vertical wavelength,given by (Smith, 1979): begin by altering the mesoscalemodel to omit most of
these processes.Although this is not physically re27tU
Az=T.
(3) alistic, comparison of simulations with and without
these phenomenapermits a systematic evaluation of
A constant vertical wavelength allowed the use of their effect on upstreamblocking.
exactly the same computational domain for each Fr.
Complete elimination of turbulent transfer in the
This gave confidence that differences for simulations modelwas not possibledue to the presenceof breaking
with different Fr in factreflected the effectsof Fr, since waves.As shown for example by Huppert and Miles
the numerical proceduresdid not vary. Second,hold- (1969),breaking waves occur for Fr ~ 1, which also
ing the width of the topography constantkept the same encompasses
the Froude number regimewhere block-

~
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Table 1. Initial conditions and numerical specifications for dividing streamline
simulations
Initial and boundaryconditions
Ambient wind
Ambient Brunt-Vaisala frequency
Surface potential temperature
Surfacepressure
Topography half-height width
Numerical specifications
Time step
Horizontal grid
Vertical grid
Horizontal filter coefficient
Absorbing layer

U = 3 ms-1
N=O.Ols-1
80 = 300 K
Po = 1000mb

a=4km
~t=7s
60 gridpoints; ~x = 1 km (~x = 2 km for five
gridpoints nearesteachboundary); topography
centeredat gridpoint 29.
'telescoping'grid with 30 levels at 5, 10, 17.5,
27.5,40,60, 100, 150,250, 400, 600 ...(constant ~z = 300 m) ...6000, 6500m
fJ = 0.05
Upper seven levels (45~500 m), e-folding
time scale667s

ing is expected. Breaking waves produce superadiabatic layers aloft which are both physically unrealistic
and
computationally
troublesome.
Accordingly, the turbulence parameterizationwas activated for negative values of the local Richardson
number.
Initial and boundary conditions for the simulations
are presented in Table 1. The simulations were executedto steadystate,which wasdefined by horizontal
velocity changesof 0.1 ms-1 or less from one hour to
the next in the lower levels. Horizontal velocity fields
for the steady-statesolutions are presented in Fig. 2.
Regions of weak reversed flow were produced for Fr
~ 0.75,with a critical value for blocking estimatedas
Fr ~ 0.8. Observations by Tan and Leverson (1981)
for a blocking situation in Colorado and by
Kitabayashi (1977)for a casein Japanhavealsonoted
reversed flow in the blocked region. The threshold of
Fr for upstream blocking is comparable to
Pierrehumbert and Wyman's (1985; hereafter PW85)
critical value for blocking of Fr ~ 0.67. Figure 2(c)
shows that the stagnant region for Fr = 0.75 is confined to a limited area near the base of the ridge,
suggesting that the small discrepancy between the
presentresults and those of PW85 may be due to the
difference in obstacle shape.
The steady-stateresults were then used to evaluate
streamlinesfor particlesreleased12 km upwind (in the
senseof the imposed ambient flow) from the ridge
crests. In these evaluations, particles were released
from severalheights near the critical height predicted
by the dividing streamline hypothesis at intervals of
120s.As the flow fields were essentiallyin steadystate,
particle trajectories could be equated to streamlines.
Blocking wasdefined by the failure of particlesto cross
over the ridge within 3 h. Since the unperturbed
ambientwind would carry the particles 12 km in about
1 h, the failure of the particlesto surmount the ridge in
3 h represents a substantial accumulation on the
windward side of the topography. This definition of
blocking recognizesthat the wind need not be slowed

to zero in order to havea negativeimpact on pollutant
dispersion. (Preliminary evaluations indicated that a
period < 3 h was too close to the free-streamtransit
time, while the sensitivity on the long end of the time
scalewas much less.)
The results of the numerical streamlineevaluations
are compared to the predictions of the dividing
streamlinehypothesis in Fig. 3. The results show that
while the generaltrend reflectsthe dividing streamline
hypothesis in that the blocked region decreasesin
depth with increasingFr, the numericalresultstend to
predictblocking to a lower height than indicated by the
dividing streamlinehypothesis.This suggeststhat the
simple parcel arguments upon which the dividing
streamlineis basedmay not take complete accountof
the relevantphysicsinvolved in mesoscaleairflow over
two-dimensionalterrain. The discrepancymay also be
due in part to inaccuracies in the numerical
formulation.
4.3. No-slip numericalexperiments
The simulations were repeatedwith the addition of
surface frictional stressand with the turbulent parameterizationdescribedby McNider and Pielke (1981),
with the treatment of turbulence not restricted to
superadiabatic layers. The Corio lis force was also
included. The value of the Rossbynumber, defined as
U
Ro = -(5)
fa

(where f is the Corio lis parameter),was 7.5 for these
cases.This value suggeststhat the Corio lis force will be
of relatively minor importance, though perhaps not
altogether negligible. The initial and boundary conditions and the numericalspecificationswere identical
to those for the free-slipexperiments(Table 1)except
as required by the inclusion of turbulence and the
Coriolis force. The roughness length Zowas taken as
0.1 m, and the latitude is typical of the coterminous
United States.

Numerical model evaluation of the extension of the critical dividing streamline hypothesis
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Fig. 2. Steady-statehorizontal velocity fields for free-slip simulations with (a) Fr = 0.25, (b) Fr = 0.5, (c) Fr
= 0.75,and (d) Fr = 1. Stagnantregions (velocity ~ 0) are shaded.Vertical scalediffers from figure to figure for
clarity.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of free-slip streamline
evaluations with prediction of critical dividing streamline hypothesis. Closed circles
denote releaseheights for streamlineswhich
failed to surmount the ridge crest within 3 h;
opencirclesotherwise. Diagonal line is separation of theseregimesas predicted by dividing streamlinehypothesis.

As with the free-slip simulations, the model was
executeduntil steadystateswere achieved.The resulting horizontal velocity fields are shown in Fig. 4. A
significant difference betweentheseresults and those
of the free-slipexperiments(Fig. 2)is that the stagnant
region is absent for Fr = 0.75, and for Fr = 0.5 is
slightly shallower than in the free-slipcase.The freeslip and no-slip solutions for Fr = 0.25 are quite
similar. The addition of turbulence and the Coriolis
force thus acts to decreasethe extent of blocking in
marginal cases(Fr = 0.75 and 0.50)but has relatively
little influence when the blocking is strongly established (Fr = 0.25).
Streamlineevaluationswere performed by the same
technique used for the free-slip simulations. The
results are compared to the predictions of the critical
dividing streamline hypothesis in Fig. 5. The main
differencebetweenthe no-slip and free-slipstreamlines
is the decrease in the depth of blocking for the
simulations with Fr ~ 0.75. Since the two sets of
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 2, except for no-slip simulations (i.e. including friction and the Coriolis force).

Pierrehumbertand Wyman (1985)showed that the
Coriolis force can have a significant effect on the
generation of upwind blocking, acting to decrease
the extentof the blocked region compared to the case
of no Corio lis force. They also showed that the
relevant scaling parameter is the Rossby number
divided by the Froude number, such that the effect of
rotation is expectedto be greatest for large Froude
numbers and small Rossby numbers. The results
presentedhere,in which the influence of the Coriolis
force was greatest for the marginal blocking case
(larger Fr) and fairly insignificant for the more wellestablished
blocking (smaller Fr), agree with the
Fig. 5. As Fig. 3, except for no-slip
scaling presented by PW85. The tendency for the
simulations.
Corio lis force to decreasethe extent of blocking
simulations were performed identically except for the indicates that while the critical dividing streamline
inclusion of turbulence and the Coriolis force, the hypothesisdoes not give a complete description of the
differences must be due to one or both of these physics for mesoscaleand larger scale (small Rossby
number)flows, it at leastis 'conservative'whenusedfor
processes.

Numerical model evaluation of the extension of the critical dividing streamline hypothesis

the evaluation of pollutant dispersion,in that it tends
to overpredict the extent of upwind stagnation.
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5. INFLUENCE OF NOCTURNAL SLOPEFLOWS ON
THE DIVIDING STREAMLINE HYPOTHESIS

5.1. Numerical simulations
We now turn to the effect of nocturnal slopeflows
on the critical dividing streamlinehypothesis.For this
purpose,diabatic forcing is allowed by activating the
numerical model's surface energybalanceand radiative parameterization. A Froude number of 1.5 was
specified in this simulation; otherwise, all input parameterswereas in Table 1.The simulation beganwith a
4-h period with no diabatic forcing, during which the
flow adjusted to the underlying terrain. Following this
dynamic initialization, the radiation parameterization
was activated at 45 min before sunset in order to
approximate the time at which the surface heat flux
changed from upward to downward.
Figure 6(a) shows the streamlinesproduced at the
end of the dynamic initialization, beforethe imposition
of radiative cooling. As expectedfrom the results in the
previous section,the particles surmount the ridge with
no evidence of upstream blocking. The particles
remain at nearlythe sameheightabovethe topography
at which they originated. Sincethe Froude number of
1.5is abovethe theoretical critical value of unity, these
results agree with the predictions of the critical dividing streamline hypothesis.
The streamlinesobtained in the presenceof thermal
forcing are considerablydifferent from thoseproduced
with purely mechanicalforcing. Fig. 6(b)illustrates the
streamlinesresulting from particle releasesat the same
positions asFig. 6(a),but after 4 h of radiative cooling.
The low level releasesstagnate or pass close to the
surfaceas a result of the developmentof the drainage
wind and its entrainment mass flux. Although the
dividing streamline hypothesiswould take account of
changesin the Froude number due to the development
of slope flows,the entrainmentmassflux would not be
consideredin the energeticarguments upon which the
dividing streamline hypothesis is based.
5.2. Scaling of the influence of drainage flows

Analytical studies provide some insight as to the
scaling of nocturnal slope flows in mesoscaleand local
scaleterrain. In particular, there are two factors which
suggest that slope flows are more important for
mesoscaleterrain than for smaller scaleterrain:
(i) The slope flow mass flux is dependent on the
length of the slope. Manins and Sawford (1979)use
analytical scaling to show that slope flow velocity
varies with the 1/3 power of slope length. Also, as
discussedfor example by Horst and Doran (1986),the
depth of the slope flow layer varies approximately
linearly with downslopedistance.The slope flow mass
flux, which is the product of the flow velocity and the
flow depth, is therefore strongly dependent on slope

g;ffjr:

)\:;.::::==
5km

Fig. 6. Streamline evaluations for simulation
with Fr = 1.5(a) after dynamic initialization but
before onset of cooling and (b) after 4 h of
cooling.

length. Mesoscaleslopeflows will generallyhave much
greater entrainment mass flux than flows over srnallscale terrain suchas Cinder Cone Butte.
(ii) Small-scaleterrain lies mostly within the nocturnal surface-basedinversion, substantially inhibiting
the development of slope flows. Nocturnal surface
inversions are typically of order 100 m in depth and
can have potential temperature stratifications of
100Kkm-1 or greater. According to the analytical
solution of Prandtl (as discussed by Rao and
Snodgrass, 1981), slope flow velocity is inversely
proportional to the square root of the potential
temperature lapse rate, while the slope flow depth is
inversely proportional to the fourth root of the lapse
rate. Slopeflows over terrain lying totally within the
nocturnal surface based inversion thus have a much
smallermassflux than flows over higher terrain which
is exposedto a lapserate closerto the free atmosphere
value.
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Theseconsiderations suggestthat thermally forced
slope flows will be relatively more significant to the
flow physics over mesoscaleterrain than over smallscaleterrain. The extensionto mesoscaleterrain of the
non-dimensional scaling inherent in the dividing
streamline hypothesis should thus be viewed with
caution.

6. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONSFOR FUTURE

STUDY
The results presentedhere indicate that the success
of the critical dividing streamline hypothesis in the
assessmentof stably stratified flow over small-scale
topography (length scale< 1 km) may not extend to
flow around mesoscaleterrain. This is due to two
physicalprocesseswhich are dependenton the length
scaleof the circulation, namely the Coriolis force and
nocturnal slope flows.
We confirm that the importance of the Coriolis force
scales not only inversely with the Rossby number
[defined in Equation (5) above] but also positively
with the Froude number [defined in Equation (2)]. For
Rossbynumbers substantially greater than unity (perhaps Ro> 10), the Coriolis force is expected to be
relatively insignificant. Using the half-height width of
Cinder Cone Butte (170 m) as an example,the Rossby
number exceeds10 for all but the very weakestwinds
(U < 0.2 m s-1). Thus a physicalprocesswhich canbe
important at larger scalesis negligible for small-scale
terrain such as Cinder Cone Butte.
Comparisonof simulations including and excluding
diabatic forcing suggeststhat the dividing streamline
hypothesisis an accuratepredictor of pollutant dispersion only in the absenceof significant thermally forced
circulations. As discussedin section 5,the influence of
nocturnal slope flows is expectedto increasewith both
the height and the length of the terrain. While slope
flows are expectedto be nearlyalwaystoo weakto have
significant impacts on dispersion over small-scale
terrain, they may have important effects on flow
characteristicsover mesoscaleterrain.
There is a clear need for more observationaldispersion studiesaround terrain with length scalesof order
2-20 km. Most previous observationalprograms have
beenconducted around either small-scaleterrain such
as Cinder Cone Butte (Strimaitis et al., 1983, 1985)or
much larger scale terrain such as the Appalachian
mountain range in the CAPTEX study. It appearsthat
the dynamics of airflow over intermediate terrain are
distinct from both smallerscaleand largerscale(mesoIX)terrain. Tracer studies in these intermediate-scale
regions would help to establishthe physicalprocesses
which are relevantto dispersion on this scale.As noted
by a reviewer, many other phenomena such as the
interaction of multiple scalesof terrain, the influenceof
plume buoyancy, and three-dimensionality vs twodimensionality could also be profitably studied.
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